
C5 Fender Stripe Instruction 
. Please check out the “MUST READ” instruction from 
http://www.vettestripes.com/instructions/c5-instructions/ since you will install these 
stripes using wet application 
. If you ordering your C5 fender stripes with front and back stripes are the same 
width, your stripes will look like left picture below. 
If you ordering your C5 fender stripes with the back stripes are a bit wider than the 
front stripes, your stripes will look like the right picture below. 

 
 

. Those arrows pointing your stripes facing to the engine bay so the other ends will 
wrap around the fender wells. 
. There is actually no exactly OEM placement for these stripes since C5 Corvette did 
not come with any fender hash marks from factory. These placement will base from 
my design perspective! 
. The front stripes will be the shorter ones and the back stripes will be the longer 
ones. 
. Make sure to clean up your fender wells and the areas next to your hood since your 
fender stripes will wrap around those areas. 
. Install your longer stripe first 11.25” away from the headlight along the line of fender 
and hood line. Top of the stripe parallel with the fender line and sticking out about 
0.25” to bend them inside later. 

. Install the shorter piece to your liking position 
next to the longer stripe also sticking 0.25”. Many 
people put 1/2" apart. 
. You may have to trim at the bottom fender well 
so they are just about 0.25” to bend around the 
fender well. I make them longer so customers can 
move them back more than 11.25” if you like that 
placement better! 
. You can also watch YouTube video from my C5 
instruction page to get some ideas of wet 
installation as well. Good luck!!! 
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